
which has generated anti-vaccine expressions based on
information of dubious scientific quality.
Objective:
To determine the association between the use of information
from social networks and the acceptance of the vaccine for
SARS-COV2. A comparative, observational, cross-sectional
and prospective study was carried out in Veracruz, Mexico,
between January and April 2021, including residents of this
city over 18 years of age through a non-probability sampling
through virtual surveys conducted in Google forms.
Results:
704 subjects were included in the study, of which 426 (60.6%)
were women. 93.9% of the participants stated that they would
agree to be vaccinated when appropriate. The source of
information most used by those who accept the vaccination
were social networks (43%), and of these, Facebook is the one
they use the most (42.7%) and where they find more
information about COVID (52.0%), without However, the
social network in which they most frequently take your
information into account is tweeter (29.4%). The OR for not
accepting to be vaccinated was 0.2 (95% CI 0.08-0.6) for those
who use information mainly from tweeters, as well as for those
whose neighbors are their main source of information OR 17.6
(95% CI 5.4-57.4), both with value of p < 0.05. Having as the
main source of information other social networks, television,
radio, medical or newspaper personnel, resulted in p values>
0.05 for not accepting the vaccine.
Key messages:
� Informal information decreases the likelihood of accepting

the sarscov2 vaccine.
� Tweeter is a source of information that favors vaccination.

Evaluating adherence to future COVID-19 vaccination
among elderly population in Israel
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Background:
On March 2020, COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic. It
was perceived as an elderly issue in face of the high morbidity
and mortality rates among people over 60 years old.
Instructions regarding protective and preventative conduct
were issued by the Israeli ministry of health, with emphasis
concerning the elderly population. This study aimed at
examining the adherence for future Covid-19 vaccine and its
predicting factors among the elderly population in Israel.
Methods:
A cross-sectional online survey was conducted in April 2020
among 1,797 Israeli respondents, aged 60 and above, via social
media. The questionnaire assessed intentions to being
vaccinated against the COVID-19 virus, attitudes and sub-
jective norms regarding the disease and instructions issued by
the ministry of health, adhering to these instructions,
perception of threat, trust in the healthcare system, negative
emotions and social support.
Results:
Levels of willingness to future vaccination were extremely high
(92%). Multiple logistic regression analysis found gender, level
of religiosity, socio-economic status, perception of threat,
social support, trust in the healthcare system, negative
emotions and subjective norms regarding social distancing,
as predictors of probability for future adherence to the vaccine.
Conclusions:
The study findings point to future intention, in a time when an
atmosphere of uncertainty regarding COVID-19 and its
consequences is prevalent around the world. The adherence
predictors are in concurrence with elements of the Health
Belief Model and the Theory of Reasoned Action. Identifying
the factors that predict future willingness to be vaccinated, may
assist in developing ways to promote vaccination adherence
against COVID-19, as well as against other illnesses.
Key messages:
� The results emphasize the importance of creating a

supportive environment and shaping health-promoting
attitudes among the elderly, as well as balanced and reliable
threat communication of epidemics.
� Actual vaccination would depend on factors such as the

pandemic severity at that time.

DC: Public health policy and communication for
public health

Public health as common goal or individual constraint
in winter tourism of Tyrol and Vorarlberg
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Background:
In February 2020 the alpine village Ischgl, located in the
Austrian province Tyrol, reached prominence as a COVID-19
hotspot and starting point for the virus diffusion in Europe.
Since then, local authorities, winter tourism and its key
stakeholders where under close supervision. The here pre-
sented study focusses on how they align their personal and
corporate interests with collective interests of mitigating the
spread of the virus.
Methods:
In summer 2020 a convergent parallel-mixed methods’
approach was adopted. It includes 3 focus groups in skiing
resorts of Tyrol and Vorarlberg, a quantitative complete online
survey, with mayors of municipalities, managing directors of

all cable cars companies as tourism associations and 22
qualitative expert interviews with this target groups.
Results:
There were 105 out of 375 mayors of municipalities, 57 out of
140 managing directors of all cable cars companies and 37 out
of 41 tourism associations of Tyrol and Vorarlberg participat-
ing in the online survey. The demand for a standardized risk
management in tourism was high, the willingness to
compromise low. Inconsistent legal regulations, economic
losses, acknowledging risks and taking responsibility for the
own area of influence were conflicting topics.
Conclusions:
Uncertainty about legal requirements was widespread and
therefore mitigating strategies and measures were often
classified as a disturbance. Economic concerns where far
more prevalent than concerns about public health, blaming
other decision-makers was a common strategy. According to
the results authorities where advised to:
-reduce complexity and increase transparency within the
communication

-demonstrate uniformity without exceptions
-show solidarity to facilitate willingness to compromise
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-provide future perspectives
Key messages:
� Although demanded a uniform risk management was only

possible at a late stage in November 2020 and only in
selected fields.
� COVID-19 promotes reluctance in making decisions.

Corona-specific health literacy: a longitudinal study in
the German-speaking part of Switzerland
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Background:
The COVID-19 pandemic is accompanied by an infodemic, i.e.
a flood of conflicting infor-mation through numerous
channels and mis-/disinformation. To cope with these
challenges and to make sound health-decisions, people need
skills that enable them to access, under-stand, appraise, and
use health-related information, i.e. adequate health literacy
(HL). Thus, the present study investigates how people in the
German-speaking part of Switzerland handle with Corona-
specific information, what their difficulties are and what
potential improvement measures could be.
Methods:
Three representative samples of 1’000 individuals each were
interviewed online in early sum-mer, autumn and winter 2020
using a modified version of the HLS-EU-Q16 questionnaire.
Da-ta were analyzed using descriptive methods and an index
for Corona-specific HL was built.
Results:
In early summer, 55% of the German-speaking Swiss
population reported adequate Corona-specific HL, with a
tendency to increase with the duration of the pandemic
(autumn: 62%; winter: 63%). Nonetheless, a great proportion
reported difficulties, especially with assessing the trustworthi-
ness of information from the media. With the progress of the
pandemic, partici-pants felt less informed and the proportion
of (very) poorly informed increased from 8% in early summer
to 16% in winter 2020.
Conclusions:
Participants often found it difficult to assess the trustworthi-
ness of information on COVID-19 and to derive consequences
for their own behavior. Hence, it is important that all relevant
stakeholders such as health organizations, authorities and
media support the population with tools to facilitate the use of
health information and to empower them to take responsibility
for their own health as well as for their community.
Key messages:
� People need adequate HL to handle the amount and

complexity of COVID-19-related information.
� Relevant stakeholders need to take over responsibility to

empower the population and to enhance their HL.

How can tobacco policy models quality be assessed: a
systematic review
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Policy simulation models (PSMs) have been used extensively,
both to shape health policies before real-world implementation
and to evaluate post-implementation impact. However, an
accepted quality assessment framework for simulation models
is lacking. This systematic review aimed to develop a novel
quality assessment framework for tobacco control PSMs. We
searched five databases to identify peer-reviewed tobacco
control PSMs that projected tobacco-use and tobacco-related

outcomes from smoking policy scenarios. We extracted
information on modelling inputs, structure and outputs.
Using our proposed quality assessment framework, we
scored models on nine dimensions: representativeness of
population, policy effectiveness evidence, simulated smoking
histories, simulated smoking-related diseases, exposure-out-
come lag time, transparency, sensitivity analysis, validation and
equity. We then compared the model score with the number of
cited papers using each model. The results were narratively
presented. After screening 5046 candidate papers; 145 papers
were included and categorised into 25 PSMs. After scoring the
models using our proposed framework, we observed that seven
models were given seven and more points. The higher-scored
models were generally those with a higher number of
publications. While all included models had been subject to
sensitivity analysis, other best practices were often lacking.
Nine models did not explicitly consider smoking-related
diseases. Smoking histories were commonly collapsed into
crude smoking status categories rather than reflecting smoking
intensity or quitting history. Furthermore, only four models
estimated policy equity impact. Our systematic review revealed
a variety of modelling techniques used in tobacco control. Our
novel quality assessment framework offers a potential quality
measure for tobacco control policy simulation models. It may
guide health decision modellers and inform health
policymaking.
Key messages:
� All nine framework dimensions were observed in two

tobacco control PSM, suggesting the framework relevance
and feasibility. However, few models achieved high scores in
all dimensions.
� This novel quality assessment framework aims to support

the development and sharing of good modelling practice
and thus promote better health policy decision-making.

Brazil: The impact of the epicenter of the COVID-19
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Health-care workers (HCWs) on the frontlines of the 2019
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) have a high risk of
acquiring and dying from the disease. Brazil is a country with
high morbimortality and ranks highest in general mortality
from COVID-19. A large proportion of medical doctors (MDs)
is dying, impacting in the workforce. As part of the research by
Fiocruz on working conditions among HCWs, we have
conducted this study of death among MDs. We analyzed
data from Federal Council of Medicine, the only national
platform with details about deaths in MDs. A broad search of
other sources, including the Ministry of Health, was done, but
unfortunately, the data does not exist. A total of 622 MDs died
from March 2020 to March 2021: 87.6% male and 75% over
age 60. The Southeast had the highest percentage (34.7%),
followed by the Northeast (27.2%), and rankings by state
showed Rio de Janeiro (15.8%), followed by São Paulo, Pará,
Paraná and Paraı́ba, totalizing 50.1%. The specialties with
highest mortality were gynecology (12.2%), pediatrics (10.0%),
internal medicine (9.3%), general surgery (7.8%) and cardiol-
ogy (7.6%). May 2020 was the month of worst mortality
(16.9%) followed by July and June. A slow decline was
observed until October, when Brazil begun to experience the
‘‘second wave’’. The vaccination of MDs began at the end of
January 2021 and has not been sufficient time to evaluate the
impact on morbimortality. The results of a study of 50
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